NOTES (unless otherwise specified):
1. INTERPRET DRAWING PER THE GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATION DRAWING REQUIREMENTS MANUAL, EIGHTH EDITION.
3. INTERPRET ASSEMBLIES PER VF673-A2.43.

- SEE NOTE A
- VERSION SHOWN

R-32 TAPPED HOLES 2X TOP AND BOTTOM TO ALLOW ATTACHMENT OF USER-SUPPLIED MOUNTING BRACKETS.

R-32 TAPPED HOLES 2X BOTH SIDES TO ALLOW ATTACHMENT OF USER-SUPPLIED MOUNTING BRACKETS.

- CONNECTOR, FEMALE LHI (ISO 228) 4
- CONNECTOR, DRIP-TRAP, FEMALE 3
- CONNECTOR, FEMALE HI 2
- 00002886 RP/DC SWITCH, 2 INPUT, 4 OUTPUTS 1

INSTALLATION CONTROL DRAWING
RP/DC SWITCH = 2 IN 4 OUT
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